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#InterphoneStayInTouch
From its vast experience in the smartphone accessory sector, Cellularline has created Interphone:  
a special division focused on technological know-how, which makes a full range of Bluetooth® products. 
These innovative projects are designed to improve and redefine communication on motorbikes and to 
guarantee a safer yet more exciting experience.
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The first Interphone product was made in 2005, combining Cellularline’s know-how in smartphone audio 
with technological innovations and the passion of the founder of this company located in the heart of Motor 
Valley. This unique synergy has created a device for communicating on motorbikes featuring an audio kit with 
a special microphone that can filter out background noise and guarantee clear communication while driving.

The Interphone Business Unit was founded in 2011: a team entirely dedicated to developing and selling new 
products for communication on the go, now available in over 60 countries around the world.

Trusting Interphone means using a brand known all over the world, which studies the market to develop 
products that really meet the needs of the modern motorcyclist and which serves as the perfect partner that 
can offer its customers the best solutions for communicating on motorbikes thanks to:

A complete range of products and accessories

A widespread sales network

A logistics set-up that can quickly serve every store in the world

A top-quality support service
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Intercoms
There is a lot riding 
on a connection
Interphone makes functional communication devices and accessories driven by 
motorcyclists’ actual needs.
Communicating on a motorbike is really important. Interphone’s research has led to 
more freedom in intercommunication and sound quality.

Interphone devices have become must-have innovative companions for short or long 
trips, giving you the freedom of always being connected.
Easy-to-use, high-tech products for people who love motorbikes but sensibly invest in 
technology and safety.

Single and paired devices compatible with every helmet 

Multi-user connections, from two up to 16

Ever greater range 

Easy to use High-performance 

Batteries with fast charging
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A complete 
range

New products for 2021

U-Com 16 U-Com 4 U-Com 2 Interphoavant Interphoactive Interphoconnect Interphoshape

Conference 24 riders 4 riders 2 riders 8 riders 4 riders 2 riders Rider and passenger

Range 1,6 km 1 km 600 m 1.7 km 1  km 300 mt 10 mt

Phone / GPS satnav / Music A2DP ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Music/FM/Gps satvnav in 
background

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Intercom multi brand ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Song sharing ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

RDS/FM radio ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ X

Design Integrated + slim Integrated + slim Integrated + slim Functional Functional+Design Functional+Design Slim

App iOS/Android ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ X

StdBy - talk time up to 8 h Mesh - 
15 h Bluetooth® 15 h 12 h 1000 - 20 h 1000 - 20 h 1000 - 15 h 700 - 12 h

Voice guidance ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ X
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One connection for all

5.0
Mesh2.0

Mesh2.0

 1,6 km

 15h
Mesh 8h

Mesh Bridge, possibility to add 
another Bluetooth® intercom to 
the mesh conversation

Integrated voice 
control to manage 
the device’s functions

Extensive compatibility with 
OEM system integrated in 
helmet, TFT and GPS

The smallest Mesh intercom 
on the market

Mesh 2.0 technology: the 
most advanced and reliable 
connection on the market

Connection between 
intercoms with a click

Communication in a group 
of up to 24 intercoms

New 40 mm HD 
top sound speakers

Battery duration in intercom only mode up to 8h in Mesh and 15h in Bluetooth® 
(duration varies with background music/GPS/radio)

Connection between intercoms up to 1.6km

New super-intuitive multilingual app for maximizing the device’s performance 

Suitable for all helmet models

Menu with multilingual voice guide

The volume automatically adjusts to provide excellent sound quality

Smartphone connection

Music listening/sharing, phone calls 

FM/RDS radio

It can also be used when it rains Waterproof IP67

The intercom can be updated using either a PC or Mac

Possibility to manage the smartphone also through Apple and Android voice control

Conversation between intercoms with background audio of the radio/GPS/music functions 

Device configuration in beginner or expert mode

Complete charge in 1h

Bluetooth 5.0 

Connection with intercoms of other brands in Anycom mode

Immersive sound with deep and penetrating bass and sharp and crystal-clear treble

Possibility to charge also during use

Interphoucom16
single kit

Interphoucom16tp
double kit
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 1 km

 15hOne connection for all

5.0

5.0

Interphoucom4
single kit

Interphoucom4tp
double kit

Battery duration in intercom only mode up to 15 h in Bluetooth® 

Connection between intercoms up to 1km

New super-intuitive and multilingual app for maximizing the device’s performance 

Suitable for all helmet models

Menu with voice guide

The volume automatically adjusts to provide excellent sound quality

Smartphone connection

Listen to and share music between devices

FM/RDS radio

It can also be used when it rains Waterproof IP67

The intercom can be updated using either a PC or Mac

Warm, immersive stereo sound

Possibility to manage the smartphone through Apple and Android voice control

Possibility to charge also during use

Bluetooth® 5.0 technology and extensive compatibility with 
OEM system integrated in helmet, TFT and GPS

Conversation between intercoms with background audio 
of the radio/gps/music

New 32 mm HD top sound speakers

Communication in a group up to 4 intercoms

Minimal design with separate battery 
for excellent integration on the helmet
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One connection for all

5.0

 600m

 12h

Driver/passenger and 
motorbike/motorbike 
communication up to 600 metres

Bluetooth® 5.0 technology
and extensive compatibility with 
OEM system integrated in helmet, 
TFT and GPS

New 32 mm HD 
top sound speakers

Minimal design with 
separate battery for 
excellent integration on 
the helmet

Conversation between intercoms 
with background audio of the 
radio/gps/music

Battery duration in intercom only mode 
up to 12h in Bluetooth® 

Connection between intercoms up to 600 m 

New super-intuitive and multilingual app 
for maximizing the device’s performance 

Suitable for all helmet models

Menu with voice guide

The volume automatically adjusts to provide
excellent sound quality

Smartphone connection

Listen to and share music between devices

FM/RDS radio

It can also be used when it rains 
Waterproof IP67

The intercom can be updated using either 
a PC or Mac

Warm, immersive stereo sound

Possibility to manage the smartphone 
through Apple and Android voice control

Possibility to charge also during use

Interphoucom2
single kit

Interphoucom2tp
double kit
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 1 km

iactive

4.2

20h

iaviant

 1,7 km

20h

5.0

20 hour battery life

Connection up to 1,7 km range 

For all helmet models

Connects to all intercoms

Direct access to functions

Automatically adjusts the volume 
for optimal sound quality

Connection to the smartphone

Music listening and sharing 

FM/RDS radio

Smartphone app

It can also be used when it rains

The intercom can be updated using
the pc or the mac

High quality stereo sound

Automatic reconnection in case of loss 
of the BT signal

Ability to manage the smartphone via voice
commands of Apple and Android

You can share a phone call

Dual 
Bluetooth® module

Voice 
command

Conversation between 
intercoms with radio/gps/music 
in background

Group conference 
up to 8 intercoms

Connection up to 1 km range 

For all helmet models

Connects to all intercoms

Direct access to functions

Automatically adjusts the volume 
for optimal sound quality

Connection to the smartphone

Music listening and sharing 

FM/RDS radio

Smartphone app

It can also be used when it rains

The intercom can be updated using 
the pc or the mac

High quality stereo sound

Automatic reconnection in case of loss of the 
BT signal

Ability to manage the smartphone via 
voice commands of Apple and Android

Smart design for 
minimum encumbrance 
on helmet

Group conference 
up to 4 intercoms

20 hour 
battery life

IQAL, Interphone Quality 
Audio Lab. Unique audio 
performance

Interphoactive
single kit

Interphoactivetp
double kit

Interphoavant
single kit

Interphoavanttp
double kit

The best audio in group conversationExperience of use without limits
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connect

15h

 

4.2

 

For all helmet models

Connects to all intercoms

Direct access to functions

Automatically adjusts the volume 
for optimal sound quality

Connection to the smartphone

Music listening and sharing 

FM/RDS radio

Smartphone app

It can also be used when it rains

The intercom can be updated using 
the pc or the mac

High quality stereo sound

Automatic reconnection in case of loss of the 
BT signal

Ability to manage the smartphone via 
voice commands of Apple and Android

Interphoconnect
single kit

Interphoconnecttp
double kit

Smart design for 
minimum encumbrance 
on helmet

Connection 
up to 300 mt range

15 hour 
battery life

IQAL, Interphone Quality 
Audio Lab. Unique audio 
performance

For all helmet models

Connects to all intercoms

Direct access to functions

Automatically adjusts the volume 
for optimal sound quality

Connection to the smartphone

Music listening and sharing 

It can also be used when it rains

The intercom can be updated using 
the pc or the mac

High quality stereo sound

Interphoshape
single kit

Interphoshapetp
double kit

Connection 
up to 10 mt range

12 hour 
battery life

Rider – passenger 
conference

The best audio for conversations between
 a pilot and a pilot

Choose the design and freedom of staying connected
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pro sound

Stay in touch 
Audio accessory kits
Interphone is turning the concept of Stay in Touch into reality by designing accessories 
that can improve and boost intercom functions, which can be used on motorbikes, 
scooters, in your free time, when playing sport, on your own or with friends.
This series of products enhances the performance of devices by expanding the ways 
and opportunities to communicate.

Audio kits so you can fully enjoy the Hi-Fi quality of the intercoms, microphones 
designed to block out external noise and have interference-free conversations, 
earphones for use without a helmet that can also make the intercom an excellent high-
tech companion for outdoor sport and when you’re on the go.

Dedicated audio kits for specific helmet models

Universal audio kits

Kits with spare parts

Accessories

Pro Sound audio kit 
for Shark helmets:

Evoline, Spartan, Skwal, Vancore, Evo-One, Drak

Pro Sound audio kit 
for Shoei helmets:

Neotec, Neotec2, GT Air,
 J Cruise, NXR, X Spirit III

Pro Sound audio kit 
for HJC helmets: 

RPHA and FG series

Pro Sound audio kit 
for Schuberth helmets: 

C3, C3PRO, E1

Micinterphoshark

Micinterphosho18

Micinterphoschu18

Micinterphohjc
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Avant / Active / Connect / Tour / Link / Sport / Urban

Earphone adapter 3.5 mm

Micro AUX cable 3.5 mm jack USB Premium Pro Sound Microphone

Jack earphone adapter 3.5 mm

Universal kit for all helmets, compatible with 
Interphone Avant, Tour, Sport, Link and Urban

Universal kit for all helmets, compatible with 
Interphone Active and Connect

Conauf6

Interphoauxcable Micprosoundsp

Interphoearbud

Micinterphoflat Micinterphof10

Microphone with flat jack for for jet and 
modular helmets

Premium Pro Sound Microphone with flat jack Assorted spare parts

Universal audio kit with Data/USB - micro-USB
 recharge cable

Multifunction earphone for use without helmet

Microphone for jet and modular helmets

Micboomflatsp

Micprosoundflatsp Kitinterphonesp

Usbdatacabmicrousb
Auinearf6

Micboomsp

iaccessories
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Cases and 
holders

Complete safety
for your smartphone
For using your smartphone in complete safety, Interphone has designed and created a 
line of holders for

Cases and brackets fully meet your needs for functionality and protection.
Ease of use and technology are the basic essentials so every motorcyclist can find the 
right product for their device.
A mounting bracket for tubular handlebars is included in every pack, but it is well known 
that there are many ways to fasten your smartphone onto a motorbike or scooter. This is 
why the cases are compatible with all Cellularline optional brackets, so you can use your 
phone on any two-wheeled vehicle, such as the rear-view mirror bracket (SSP) which is 
perfect for scooters.

iPhone 

Samsung 

Universal holders for devices of all sizes
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ICase ProCase

Dedicated cases 
For iPhone and Samsung

Smiphone11promax Smiphone11 Smiphone11pro Smiphone8plus Smiphonese Ssmgalaxys8 Smgalaxys8plus

Touch screen enable ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Waterproof IPX4 IPX4 IPX4 IPX4 IPX4   

Silicone protection ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Charge while using ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Use all buttons ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Mount bracket ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Rear camera compatible ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Compatible smartphones iPhone XS MAX
iPhone 11 Pro MAX

iPhone XR
iPhone 11

iPhone X
iPhone XS

iPhone 11 Pro

iPhone6 plus
iPhone6S plus
iPhone7 plus 
iPhone8 plus

iPhone6
iPhone6S 
iPhone7 
iPhone8

iPhone SE

Galaxy S8 
Galaxy S9

Galaxy S8 plus 
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iciase

NEW

Smiphone11promax Smiphone11 Smiphone11pro Smiphone8plus Smiphonese
iPhone XS MAX
iPhone 11 Pro MAX

iPhone XR
iPhone 11

iPhone X
iPhone XS
iPhone 11 Pro

iPhone6 plus
iPhone6S plus
iPhone7 plus 
iPhone8 plus

iPhone6
iPhone6S 
iPhone7 
iPhone8
iPhone SE

Smgalaxys8plus Smgalaxys8
Samsung Galaxy S8 Plus Samsung S9

Samsung Galaxy S8

prociase
IPhone in motion always with you

Full protection for the iPhone

New mount in ultra-resistant aluminum

Inner anti-shock and silicon structure

 Water-resistant (IPX4), snow, shock, drops

Adjustable bracket

Smartphone that can be activated from its case 

Videos and photos on the move 

Charging also in use 

Safety strap

Full Samsung protection

Sturdy external structure and inner protection silicone

 “Slidelock” closure for practical use

Innovative and ergonomic lines

Maximum protection against water, snow, shock, drops

Photos and videos on the move 

Charging also in use

Safety strap

Samsung in motion always with you
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NewNew

Crab Master Armor

Universal cases 
For smartphones 
of all sizes

Smmotocrab Smsmartcrab Smmotoalu Smmotoalusb Smmotocrabusb Smcrab Smmotowireless Smmaster Smmasterpro Smsmart65 Smarmor Smarmorpro

Touch screen enable ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Waterproof NA NA NA NA NA NA NA ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Design Quick use
Quick use
Premium

Quick use
Premium

Quick use
Premium

Quick use 
Premium

Quick use 
Premium

Quick use 
Premium

Functional Functional Functional Functional Functional

USB embedded   ✓ ✓ ✓

Wallet     ✓ ✓

Sun visor      ✓ ✓

Adjustable handlebar mount ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Smartphones compatible Up to 6.2” Up to 6.2” Up to 6.2” Up to 6.2” Up to 6.2” Up to 6.2” Up to 6.2” Up to 5.8” Up to 6.7” Up to 6.5” Up to 5.8” Up to 6.7”
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iaRMOR

New New

miaster

IP66

Smarmorpro Smarmor
Smartphone up to 6.7”
Internal dimensions 
168x83 mm

Smartphone up to 5.8”
Internal dimensions
152x77 mm

Universal armor for smartphone
Universal compatibility for displays 6.7 - 5.8”

Water-resistant (IP66), snow, shock, drops

Full protection

 Adjustable bracket

Smartphone that can be activated from its case 

Videos and photos on the move 

Charging also in use

Smmasterpro Smmaster Smsmart65
Smartphone up to 6.7”
Internal dimensions 
180x100 mm

Smartphone up to 5.8”
Internal dimensions
160x80 mm

Smartphone up to 6.5”

Universal compatibility for displays 6.7 - 5.8”

Removable inner wallet 

Sun visor

Waterproof, protects the mobile phone 
from shocks and atmospheric agents

Practical, functional and accativating design
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criab

Universal motorcycle supports 

 Handy and quick, ideal in the city

EasyClip, rapid attachment and detachment system 

Spider, silicone protection system 

Can be used without removing the cover

Handy and quick, ideal in the city

Smmotocrab Smsmartcrab
Universal Universal
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criabcriab

Smmotocrabusb Smcrab Smmotowireless
Universal Universal Smartphone with  

wireless charging mode

Anodized aluminum smartphone holder

Vise-type closing system, easy and reliable

Use the phone together with its case

Suitable for diameters from 12 mm to 32 mm

USB port onboard, with switch to preserve motorcycle battery

 Wireless charging for compatible smartphones

Ultra resistant, functional and reliable

Anodized aluminum smartphone holder

Vise-type closing system, easy and reliable

Use the phone together with its case

Suitable for diameters from 12 mm to 32 mm

USB port onboard, with switch to preserve motorcycle battery

Ultra resistant, functional and reliable

Smmotoalu Smmotoalusb
Universal Universal
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Aluminium spare bracket for 
motorcycles

Spare bracket for motorcycles Mirror bracket

Sm2020alu
Sm2020 Ssp

Head pipe bracket with 
diameter from 15 to 17.2 mm

Smsteering15

Head pipe bracket with 
diameter from 13.5 to 14.7 mm

Smsteering12

Head pipe bracket with 
diameter from 17 to 20.5 mm

Smsteering17

Smclamp Sspcrab Smadapter

Articulated extension with clamp 
for Crab line supports

Mirror bracket
for Crab line supports

Adapter compatible with  
Crab line housings

Bracket for maxi handlebar
up to 50 mm in diameter

Riser bracket with 
M8 x 55/60/65 mm bolts

Spare part bracket for scooters

Smclip Smriser
Ssc

Smu

Suction cup support for cars Spare part bracket for motorcycles
Suctioncup Smi

U-bracket for tubular handlebars 
from 14 to 30 mm in diameter

BRiACKETS

Sm2020alu
Sm2020 Ssp Smclip Ssc Suctioncup Smi Smu Smriser Smsteering12 Smsteering15 Smsteering17 Sspcrab

Mounting
Tubular 

handlebar and 
crossbar

Rear view mirror Multiple Scooter 
handlebar Universal Tubular 

handlebar
Tubular 

handlebar Handlebar risers Head pipe bracket Head pipe bracket Head pipe bracket Rear view mirror

Mounting 
diameter 12 / 32 mm Screw M10 15 / 50 mm Circumference 

max 50 cm Car windshield 16 / 30 mm 14 / 30 mm Screw M8 13.5 mm 15 mm 17 mm Screw M10

Category Heavy Duty Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard Heavy Duty Heavy Duty Heavy Duty Heavy Duty Heavy Duty Standard

Suggested use Moto Moto and 
Scooter Moto Scooter Universal Moto Tubular 

handlebar Handlebar risers Sport bike Sport bike Sport bike Moto and Scooter
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Accessories
A constant boost for 
when you’re 
on the go
A constant boost for when you’re on the go
Never worry about your device’s battery again when you’re riding.
The Interphone line of accessories offers various solutions so you can recharge on the 
go and never suddenly be without power.

Its cables, sockets, adapters and powerbanks are designed so your ride never has to end.
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Adapters

DIN adapter - 2 USB: 
Type A & C. 

Double aluminum USB port of 
which one type C and one type A.

Cigarette lighter outlet 
on handlebar. 

Tubular handlebar power kit 
for motorcycles with cigarette 

lighter outlet. 
Protective cap. 

Cable length 150 cm.
15A fuse.

Double USB DIN adapter. 
12 V adapter with double USB socket DIN 

connector. Equipped with protective cap it is 
practical and wireless. 

Input DC 12V-24V, Output DC 5V 2A.

Outlet adapter cable
cigarette lighter / DIN outlet. 

12 V adapter cable with DIN connector 
which allows the multiple charging of 

electronic devices on motorcycles. 
Cable length 22 cm.

Power BankDouble handlebar 
USB socket. 

Tubular handlebar power kit for 
motorcycles with double USB socket. 

Protective cap. 
DC 5V- 2A Output.

3A fuse. 
Cable length 150 cm.

DIN adapter. 
12 V adapter with DIN connector. 

Power supply via cigarette 
lighter outlet. 

Dimensions 7 x 2.4 cm.Accdin2usbtypec

Accmotosocket

Accmotodin2usb
Accmotoadapter

Accmoto2usb

Accdin2usbalu19

Accmotodin

DIN adapter - 2 USB 4.2A ALU. 
Twin USB port (max 4,2A).

Aluminum housing and embedded voltmeter.

Intpowerbank2200k
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gps triacker led light

Motorcycle GPS tracker that provide up-to-the-minute speed and location updates
- Control App

- Download of your journey maps
- Allow the location to be pinpointed in real time or periodically

- Hidden LED
- IPX5 waterproof

- Compact size

Motorcycle GPS tracker that provide up-to-the-minute speed and location updates
- Free App, no montly fee

- Download of your journey maps
- Allow the location to be pinpointed in real time or periodically

- Hidden LED
- IPX5 waterproof

- Compact size

Satellite tracker

Satellite tracker

Gpsangel10

Gpsangel10LT

Auxiliary led light kit, with ECE R112 homologation, for road use. Increase the safety and performance of your lighting 
system in all visibility conditions. Customize your bike by giving it a more adventure and globetrotter look.  Powder-coated 

aluminum, 10 Watts of power and light pattern SPOT beam.
- Waterproof IP68

- Luminous flux: 990 lumen
- Water and dust resistance: IP68 degree
- Operating temperature: -40 / +145 °C

- Voltage: 9-24 V DC
- Power: 10W

Led driving lights

Ledlight10spot

Supports for BMW R1200 GS LC 
from 2013

Supports for HONDA AFRICA TWIN 
until 2019

Supports for MOTO GUZZI V85TT 
motorbikes

Ledlightmountbmwgs Ledlightmounthonda LedlightmountV85TT

Supports for Ducati Multistrada 1260 
and Multistrada 950 motorbikes

UNIVERSAL BRACKETS KIT 
for tubular paramotor diameter 

from 22 to 30 mm
Ledlightmountmulti Ledlightmountuniv 4544



Seguici / Follow us

interphone.com
cellularline.com


